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autotest-mac (0.1.3, 0.1.3). autotest-notification (2.3.1 ... capybara-on-crack (0.0.1, 0.0.1) ... extract-curves (0.1.1,
0.1.1, 0.1.1, 0.1.1, 0.1.1). Cracked exe, cgit, autoconf and autotest (all in uninstalled) are not required to work. I
have two questions: 1) Don't use the autotest-notification command - it's too much overhead. 2) If I remove autotest-
notification, can I run autotest with the cgit command from the command line or exe manually? 3) Since this test
suite works on different versions (0.11.4 to 0.11.7), is there any way to make the autotest-notification command
work on a newer version?
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